House of Lords v2 3 5 2018
We urge the people, the true supporters of Democracy and all Brexiteers to act in-togetherness as a
Team in the face of Parliamentary deceit and betrayal.
Parliament is now attempting to destroy Democracy and create a growing and dangerous
constitutional crisis in the UK. Please read the piece from R Tice in the Daily Telegraph herein.
There will be irresistible forces without doubt that will see this Parliament fail sooner rather than later.
The people’s Will MUST BE HONOURED in spirit and in deed.
All Brexiteers and Democrats must be ready to continue the fight to recover our UK Democracy and
total Sovereignty.
Failing an early General Election and no proper BREXIT there will be civil resistance in many forms.
Brexiteers will be joined with true Democrats. The country is in peril from dangerous forces that lurk in
the monied pits of London and Abroad.
We all see the forked tongues of the House of Lords and of the Commons who have doggedly
pushed an agenda to destroy the Will of the People and to prevent this Government of making a good
fist of the Brexit negotiations possible. These unelected Peers and non-democratic MP’s seek not
Brexit but a European Federation within the EU.
A minority UK Government gives these Remainers greater control over the Executive and so over the
Brexit electorate as they seek perversely to give all Sovereignty to the EU and make their very own
Parliament once more redundant!
This agenda is being pursued through their unelected plutocracy, the monies of many undemocratic
federalists, including Blair and Soros, and by these servants of tyrannous obfuscation they talk with
forked tongues about Democracy when they seek to conjoin once more with the EU and destroy all
UK Sovereignty and its very Nationhood.”
Ukip too must arise from its slumbers and ride with the People to see the Will for a true Brexit
achieved.
There shall be no more VASSAL STATE for the UK.
The UK shall be FREE.

